Enway GmbH

At ENWAY we build and operate autonomous services that make living in cities better and will free humans from carrying out repetitive and dangerous tasks such as sweeping, road works and other maintenance and service activities. Our first product is Blitz One the sweeping solution for autonomous cleaning of warehouses, industrial facilities and private operating yards. Blitz One is already deployed on customer sites and we are growing quickly. Join us and play a critical role in our mission. We are offering you the unique opportunity to join a fast growing deep tech startup in Berlin with a highly motivated, result oriented international world-class team.

Working Student Electrical Assembly & Workshop Support (f/m/d)

City: Berlin; Starting Date: At the earliest possible; Renumeration: hourly wage

Working field
As a working student Electrical Assembly and Workshop Support, you will support our production team and play a central role in the assembly process of our BlitzOne vehicles. You will:

- build electrical and electro-mechanical assemblies
- perform quality checks and tests on components
- help with vehicle commissioning
- help out in keeping order at the workshop

Given that ENWAY is a quickly growing start-up, we are looking for a candidate who is fast in learning, reliable and has a good eye for detail and quality.

Requirements

- Currently enrolled in a Bachelor or Master degree of electrical engineering or similar
- Knowledge with electrical and electromechanical assemblies
- Ability to read basic schematics and assembly instructions
- Good eye for detail and quality
- Quick learner and reliable co-worker
- Fluent in German and English

Plus:
- First experiences in a production environment
- Apprenticeship as electrician or similar
What We Offer

- Highly competitive market salary
- 25 days of vacation per year
- Flat hierarchies
- High Performance Company Laptop
- Lunch & Fitness studio subsidies
- Cool and vibrant working environment at the center of groundbreaking innovation
- Freedom and room to develop and implement your own new ideas
- Exciting team events

Application

Apply via our website: https://careers.enway.ai/o/working-student-electrical-assembly-workshop-support-fmd-berlin

More information at https://stellenticket.de/79583/TUB/
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